At least 5% of all intensive care unit patients require prolonged respiratory support. Multiple factors have been suggested as possible predictors of successful respiratory weaning so far. We sought to verify whether the Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) can predict freedom from prolonged mechanical ventilation (PMV) in patients treated in a regional weaning centre. The study group comprised 130 consecutive patients (age; median (interquartile range): 71 (62-77) years), hospitalized between 1 January 2012, and 31 December 2013. APACHE II score was assessed based on the worst values taken during the first 24 hours after admission. Glasgow coma scale was excluded from calculations due to the likely influence of sedative agents. The outcome was defined as freedom from mechanical ventilation, with or without tracheostomy on discharge. Among survivors (n ¼ 115), 88.2% were successfully liberated from mechanical ventilation and 60.9% from tracheostomy. APACHE II failed to predict freedom from mechanical ventilation (area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve 
Introduction
The Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II) scale includes 12 physiological and laboratory parameters and two disease-related variables. 1 Due to its complexity, the final score corresponds with the disease severity.
1,2 Although APACHE II has become the most recognized and universal tool used to predict mortality in patients admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU), 2 its utility was also confirmed in several other scenarios, including surgery and internal medicine. 3, 4 Furthermore, several studies emphasized the predictive role of this scoring system in patients with respiratory failure. 5, 6 While it is estimated that up to 75% of all ICU patients require mechanical ventilation, 7 half of them experience difficult weaning, and at least 5% require prolonged respiratory support. 8 Weaning centres were established more than 20 years ago for treatment of subjects who cannot be easily liberated from mechanical ventilation. 9 Currently, these specialized units succeed in respiratory weaning in most cases 10, 11 ; however, the ultimate outcome in a patient requiring weaning depends on a plethora of factors, both respiratory and non-respiratory. 12, 13 None of the available scales or scores has been validated for clinical outcome prediction in this setting. This prompted us to investigate whether APACHE II score can predict freedom from prolonged mechanical ventilation (PMV) in patients treated in a regional weaning centre.
Material and methods
This retrospective analysis included 130 consecutive patients admitted to a regional weaning centre between 1 January 2012, and 31 December 2013.
Indications for admission to a weaning centre were in agreement to the German Respiratory Society guidelines.
14 Treatment strategy and weaning procedures were implemented according to the nationwide recommendations, 14 after adjustment to local standards, as previously described. 15 Basic demographic and clinical data were retrieved from medical records. Laboratory data were recorded on the day of admission. Physiological data were recorded in a 3-hour-long intervals during the first day. The APACHE II score was calculated based on the worst values taken during the first 24 hours after admission. To eliminate possible confounding effect of analgesic and sedative agents, we excluded Glasgow coma scale (GCS) from scoring (baseline median Richmond Agitation-Sedation scale of -1 points; interquartile range (IQR) -2 to þ1).
The primary outcome in this study was freedom from mechanical ventilation, regardless of the need for tracheostomy. We additionally assessed the number of patients who had a tracheostomy tube removed before discharge.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using MedCalc Statistical Software version 14.8.1 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium). Continuous variables are expressed as median and IQR. Qualitative variables are expressed as numbers (percentage). The normality of distribution was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Inter-group differences for quantitative variables were assessed using Mann-Whitney U test. The area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve (AUROC) was calculated to determine the ability of the APACHE II score to predict weaning outcome. A p value <0.05 was considered significant.
Results
The final analysis comprised 130 patients in median age of 71 (IQR 62-77) years. All patients were previously hospitalized in medical/surgical ICU and/or high dependency post-operative care units for a median time of 22 (IQR 15-33) days. There were 87 (66.9%) males in the study group. The APACHE II (excluding GCS) median score was 11 (IQR 9-14) points. The aetiology of respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation is presented in Table 1 . Post-operative respiratory insufficiency was the most frequent reason of PMV (n ¼ 76, 58.5%). Among them, 51 patients underwent cardiac surgery (including isolated coronary, n ¼ 24; isolated valve procedure, n ¼ 7; coronary þ valve, n ¼ 9; aortic aneurysm, n ¼ 9; other, n ¼ 2) and 17 subjects gastrointestinal surgery. All patients were in American Society of Anesthesiologists Physical Status Classification System classes II and III. Emergency surgery was performed in 43 (i.e. 56.6% of 76) patients.
On admission, 112 (86%) patients were ventilated by tracheostomy and 18 (14%) had an endotracheal tube. One patient required synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation, 38 were on bi-level positive airway pressure ventilation (BIPAP) and 91 on continuous positive airway pressure support (CPAP). Baseline blood gas analysis findings with basic ventilator's settings are shown in Table 2 . Median arterial oxygen partial pressure/fraction of inspired oxygen ratio was 233 (IQR 185-289) mmHg.
Median hospital stay in a weaning centre was 28 (IQR 20-39) days. Fifteen subjects died, and 115 patients were successfully discharged. Among survivors, 102 (i.e. 88.2% of 115) patients remained independent of mechanical ventilation. Forty-five subjects had tracheostomy at discharge, and 13 of them required ventilatory support. Seventy patients were fully weaned (with withdrawal of an endotracheal/ tracheostomy tube; i.e. 60.9% of 115; Figure 1 ). The APACHE II score values did not differ between patients who were independent of mechanical ventilation (median ¼ 11 points; IQR [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and those who still required respiratory support (median ¼ 11 points; IQR 10-14.25; p ¼ 0.68). It also did not differ between subjects with/without tracheostomy or those requiring CPAP/BIPAP on discharge ( Table 3 
Discussion
This study demonstrates that APACHE II failed to predict successful weaning from PMV. Since APACHE II was exclusively studied in patients of multidisciplinary ICUs and high dependency units, little is known about its diagnostic utility in patients treated in weaning centres. This scoring system is the most commonly used tool for outcome prediction worldwide. It is well known by almost all staff members, including physicians, nurses, physical therapist and social workers. Also, there is no single predictor of clinical outcome in PMV patients, as it depends on multiple respiratory and non-respiratory factors. Therefore, in this short research, we aimed to assess the ability of the APACHE II scoring system to predict successful weaning.
The number of PMV patients liberated from mechanical ventilation has increased in the last decade in Germany. 16 Ventilator weaning requires sophisticated and individualized care. On the one hand, the dangers of mechanical ventilation make it an imperative to wean patients at the earliest possible time. 17 On the other hand, premature weaning and extubation can trigger significant respiratory distress, which can cause setbacks in the patient's clinical course, including reinstitution of ventilator support and hemodynamic instability. 17 These factors correspond with higher mortality and prolonged ICU length of stay. 18 Therefore, following the current guidelines, 14 we avoided an aggressive approach for early extubation, as reflected by a slightly longer weaning period, when compared to the existing literature data. 9, 19, 20 Possibly, this approach resulted in a considerably high level of ventilator independency. Weaning success was achieved in 88.2% of survivors, with 60.9% being discharged without tracheostomy. These findings are consistent with the latest statistics from experienced weaning units. 21, 22 It's worth mentioning that Damuth et al. 23 in a comprehensive review found that weaning outcomes were worse in studies from the United States than from Europe, with pooled frequency of liberation from mechanical ventilation of 50% (US data: 47% vs. international data: 63%).
Proper staffing, well-defined short-term and long-term goals and attention to psychological and social problems represent crucial determinants of weaning success.
Many clinical parameters have been proposed as predictors of weaning outcome so far. Although those related to the physiologic status of the respiratory system are rather useful in patients being ventilated for shorter time periods, 24 a broad spectrum of nonpulmonary factors may influence weaning in PMV. 12, 13 Several investigators confirmed the usefulness of the APACHE II scoring in the prediction of weaning success 25, 26 ; however, our results are in line with the findings from a few experienced weaning units. 11, 19, 27 We recognize four key explanations of this discrepancy. One is a relatively small study group. The second is heterogeneity of subjects -each centre has specific admission criteria and a unique patient group in terms of their demographics, principal diagnoses and comorbidities. Third, none of the scoring systems is universal for all patients. 28 Finally, Safavi and Honarmand 29 revealed that the need of MV might be predicted better by the APACHE III (AUROC ¼ 0.89) than the APACHE II (AUROC ¼ 0.74) score, suggesting the potential role of this novel scoring system.
Study limitations
Three possible limitations of this study raise concern. First, our analysis is based on a single-centre retrospective data. On the one hand, the external validity of our findings is therefore limited and cannot be extrapolated to a wider international population. On the other hand, retrospective analysis enables the most powerful data from single-centre observations. In weaning units, it is an acknowledged method to present the results because they usually constitute low-volume facilities, treating chronic subjects. Second, we did not include comprehensive data regarding sedation protocols and spontaneous breathing trials. However, all weaning procedures were standardized and consistent with current guidelines. 14 Finally, we lack follow-up data regarding the rates of hospital readmissions, reinstitution of MV and long-term mortality.
Conclusions
Although APACHE II scale has been verified as an acknowledged predictor of mortality in the ICU setting, it cannot predict weaning from PMV.
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